
Material Sourcing Information of Sand and Gravel in Haiti 

Sand  

Type of Sand Type of Work Source of material and Remarks 

Cement 
Motar 

RCC Concrete 
Screeds 

Plastering   

Washed river 
sand 

X XX X XX Source: Streams and rivers.   

The highest quality sand type 
available in Haiti.  

Manufactured 
sand (crushed 
river gravel)  

XX XX            
(upto 
grade 20) 

X X Source:  Streams and rivers.  

Considered inferior to washed sand. 

Crushed Rock X - XX XX Source:  Mountain slopes like Labul.  

Considered much inferior to river 
based sands, due to high content of 
limestone impurities. 

 X – Commonly used     XX – Moderately used 

Approximate price range 

Manufactured sand   = USD 18-20 per m3 

Washed sand = USD 20-22 per m3 

 

Aggregate 

 

Type of 
Aggregate 

Type of Work Source of material and Remarks 

RCC Concrete 
Screeds 

Foundations  Blocks 
& 

Other 

 

Crushed river 
gravel 

XX X - ? Source:  Streams and rivers.   

The highest quality aggregate type 
available in Haiti. 

Pit gravel 
(graded) 

X XX - XX Source:  Streams and rivers.  

Considered inferior to crushed river 
gravel  

Rounded gravel - XX XX X Source:  Streams and rivers.  

Considered inferior to crushed river 
gravel 

River Boulders - - X X Source: Streams and rivers.  

Sound material for random rubble work. 



Crushed rock x xx xx xx Source:  Mountain out crops and slopes.  

Can contain a high level of lime stone and 
inferior material. 

 

Approximate price range 

Pit gravel (6-10 mm)  = USD 18-20 per m3 

Round Gravel (12-25mm)  = USD 7-9 per m3  

Crushed gravel (12-20mm)  = USD 19-21 per m3 

River boulders  = USD 6-8 per m3 

 

Sustainable Sourcing  

Both sand and coarse aggregate in Haiti is extracted from over exploited riverbeds or degraded mountain slopes 
currently in Haiti. Some rivers and streams outside Port au Prince may still have sufficient sediment loads which 
can be sustainably harvested if carefully planned. In general Sand and Aggregate cannot be identified as 
‘sustainably sourced material’ under the current context. Therefore care should be taken by all implementation 
agencies to ensure responsible use of Sand and Gravel in construction works. Processing part of debris to 
produce sand and aggregate to meet some of the construction demand is sustainable and recommended 
alternative to sand aggregate obtained for rivers or mountain slopes. 

 

Suppliers listed in Haiti Recovery 2010 directory 
 
Betonix / HL Construction  
Tabarre 27 # 16 rue st- Philomene 
Tel-(509) 37.06.10.10 
E-mail-info@betonex.ht 
 
ADDITEC S.A. 
Tabarre 52, rue Dr Marting #3, P-au-P 
(509)2510-5048 
lionbauduy@hotmail.com 
 
VFM Materiaux 
Route de Tabarre 
(509)3637-6555 
administration@vfmmateriaux.com 
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Cement  

Types of Cement  
 
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) is expected to be the type of cement mainly used in T-shelter related 
construction work. OPC not produced in Haiti and is imported from a variety of countries.  
 
Generally a cement confirming to British European standard (BS EN 197-1:2000) or ASTM standard (ASTM C 150) 
is considered fit for any ordinary application. The recommended method is to search the website of the 
company which manufacture the cement you wish to purchase and verify whether their products confirm to one 
of the above standards (or a reliable national standard of the country of production).  
 
Availability 
 
Cement is available without shortage through many large-scale suppliers and small hardware store anywhere in 
the country. 
 

Price 

The price of 50kg bag of cement (OPC) may range from USD 7-9. 

The rate may vary for bulk purchases and masonry cement. 


